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despite the immense popularity of the sisters of battle its little known that before the black crusade, they were only joined together by two of the emperors blessed daughter, the magistri obes and sancti, and even then only in person. with the destruction of the world eaters and tyranids, the older generation sisters of battle died out and the young generation of battle
sisters born to the emperor and taken as his handmaidens and the psychically enhanced psykers (the sisters of battle are all psychic as well as being astartes with the same rules) took their place. at this point, the creation of the sisters of battle expanded into a comprehensive, codex-style written history of the cult, including timeline charts and stacks of rules based on
the previous ruleset. the opening section of the codex goes into a lot of detail on the history of the adeptus sororitas, how the order was founded and the various offshoots and failures in the path to the establishment of the present order. the bulk of the codex is a collection of the on-screen fluff from supplements and books for sisters, detailing everything from psykers

to fanaticism and terrorspawn to the new type of acolytes introduced in the codex as well as the adeptus mechanicus, which once again proves remarkably adept at finding uses for the sisters of battle. unfortunately its a little meh on the presentation. the artwork is lovely, but the text doesnt really read well and its hard to put together well-written stories in a fluff
format. the list of rules is concise, but its by no means exhaustive, and the units are a little listy in their descriptions.
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this is by far the most comprehensive codex ive ever read in terms of giving a complete list of rules and background information, but its also by far the weakest in its fluff writing. it does feel as if its a bit too much like fluff for fluff and not as much like a set of rules, which is a shame given this is what the army is based on. whats also disappointing is that despite the
sheer amount of information in the codex, its not divided into the two sections i would have expected - it feels too much like its in one section alone, which rather limits the value of having, what feels like, a gigantic list of rules in your hand. this is all made worse by the fact that it is well-sourced and includes a whole separate booklet of additional rules for psykers and

their psychic signature abilities. war is a female-dominated industry, indeed it is so mostly that there be as many warriors as there are women and bachelors around the world. hence women grow bold and seek to emulate the men among them. the angel of tzeentch trait has a re-write. giving every model in the unit a maximum of 3 wounds is already a pretty nice
boost, but now you can have the ability to re-roll wounds and you can have the ability to re-roll your wounds if theyve been either destroyed or the unit has been so shaken they no longer have wounds! shes also got deffyed on a 3+ and strangled on a 6+ now, so we might see some really interesting units combining the effects of this trait with the psychic powers of

book of the damned or.. i dunno. the canoptek machines? the craftworlders and ceremonial walkers are getting a new codex release in the next few months, so are probably not very useful in a warband list. the craftworlders are getting a new ability to give them invulnerable saves on 6s while shooting and flying - this lets you ignore a few of the bookmarks from
phobos! ceremonial walkers have been given a new trait of the curse of the khanate - each time one of the khanate marines is destroyed while they are within 6 inches of one of the ceremonial walkers they score one extra point. 5ec8ef588b
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